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FPP ORDER OF DPSCL FOR THE YEAR 2000-2001 & 2001-2002                                                        Back to list of
Petitions    

   ORDER

W.B.Electricity Regulatory Commission
FD-415A, Paura Bhavan, 3rd. Floor, Sector-III

Bidhannagar, Kolkata-700 091
Tel:(033)359-3553,3397(O)

Fax:(033)359-9720
(033)359-3397

ERC/
From:
Dr. R.N. Das, I.A.S.,
Secretary, WBERC.

 
To
The Secretary & General Manager (Commercial),
Dishergarh Power Supply Co. Limited,
8, Rajendra Prasad Sarani (Clive Row),
Kolkata - 700 001.

Sub: Petition for FPPCA for the period from April, 2000 to September, 2000 and October, 2000 to
31st March, 2001.

 
Ref: Your letter No. Comml/IV/004/FSC/5 dated 6.2.2002.

Sir,

I am directed to refer to the letter under reference on the subject mentioned above and to forward
the relevant portion of the order of the Commission dated 8.3.2002 with reference to your petition
nos. FPPCA - 01/00 - 01 and FPPCA - 02/00 - 01 on tariff order of the Commission dated
10.8.2001 for tariff petition of Dishergarh Power Supply Co. Ltd. for the year 2000-01 and 2001-
02 as indicated below for taking necessary action at your end:

"We may now put these figures in the formula as follows :

(3571.86 + 15828.01) - 409.29 - 18490.99

FPPCA =------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(220.299 + 594.068) x (1 - 0.04)

= 499.59 in Rs. in lakhs
781.792 MU

This leads to a sum of 6.39 p./kwh.
 

It may be borne in mind that we have followed the formula which we had enunciated in arriving at
the FPPCA as above.

As the FPPCA would be admissible for a past period and realization at one time would pose a
difficulty to the consumers, we feel that the adjustment of sums payable by the consumers be
realized in the bills payable in April, May and June, 2002 in equal installments after calculating the
sums due from each consumers.

We further direct that the bills to the consumers for all these months as above should show the
total surcharge towards FPPCA and the sum to be realized in each month in lines separated for the
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sums for current consumption."

 
Yours faithfully,

 
 

( R. N. Das )
Secretary
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